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MHRD: Microhard Hardware Description Microhard Hardware Description is a programming language
based on the C programming language. In the MHRD language, the programmer writes a description

of his hardware design in the programming language. The hardware description language is
expressed in the form of an HDL for a digital logic design. With a single rule, the MHRD language

allows the creation of an integrated hardware-software environment where the hardware design and
the design of the software correspond to each other. The result is an exceptional user experience:
hardware description plus powerful software. MHRD source code is written in a file. The software is
compiled, and the produced executable program can be loaded into a MHRD environment. This is a

complete software development environment including an editor, a debugger, a simulator, a
compiler, etc. Software development tools to simulate and simulate your hardware design -

Hardware description language Syntax Definition - Hardware description language Semantics -
Hardware description language Conventions The first part of the manual deals with the syntax of the

language. In the following chapters, each chapter will be devoted to the subject of the module it
describes. The syntax and the semantics of the language are explained in detail. The keywords,

operators, constants, constants, comments and the "import" directive are also explained. Hardware
description language syntax The syntax is explained with examples of clauses and functions. The

MHRD syntax is based on C syntax, with differences explained here. Functional parts of a clause The
functional parts of a clause are as follows: - Variable declaration - Constants - Condition or
expression - Declarations - Clause complements - Functions - Case - Fixed-point - Memory

declarations - If, then, else Variable types - Types of Boolean, floating-point, fixed-point and integer -
Variable declarations - Variable declarations with attributes - Variable declarations with symbolic

names - Fixing the scope of the identifier - Avoiding the use of magic numbers - Array declarations -
Export of a function - Import of a function - Import of an interface - Import of an attribute - Import of
a declaration - Import of an interface - Import of a label - Import of a constant Function declarations

A function declaration consists of a variable name, an identifier and a function body. Variable
identifiers A variable identifier is an identifier followed by a keyword that indicates the type of the

variable.
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One player; easy to use
Highly accurate ball handling

Few clicks game play makes the game very enjoyable

Kyber Knights is extremely easy to learn. You can master it in a few hours.

The game is in 3D and only one player. It’s the perfect addition to the pool halls of the upcoming Kyber
Embassy tournament in few months.

You can play Kyber Knights as single player or with friends in multiplayer.

The game does not have bullets, only balls. There are no fancy 3D effects, but it may already be enough for
you to get hooked on it.

Kyber Knights can be played in plain HTML5 with some graphics.

That means you can easily port it to your iPhone/iPad and many other mobile devices. There is no need for
any additional software, your mobile browser will be enough for it.

Kyber Knights is a perfect game for people who prefer game more in the ‘touch’ mode. 

How to play Kyber Knights?

Use left and right arrow keys to move the ball in the direction of the target. Kyber Knights does not have
screens or buttons.

Use down arrow key to move the table in which balls are placed in front of the targets.

How do I play with friends?

Multiplayer mode is quite simple. You can control 1 or multiple targets.

To stay in it, when you see red, tap it to on on your touch screen.

How to solve
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